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CHAPTER I
WORLD SEWS A8EWCXES. STANDARDIZATION AMD RESEARCH
The present influence of world news agencies on
is content is an important indicator of the future
development of the world media system. A modern newspaper,
national news agency, or regional news agency must have
access to news on a worldwide basis. Economic factors
dictate dependence by the vast majority of these receivers
on a large, impersonal* nan- local organisation* There is
crested a potential dependency* a centralisation of sources
of information* which should be s major concern of those
favoring a free and unfettered flow of information in the
world media aystem.
With increasing technological capabilities* world
news flow from these central sources will continue to
increase in speed and pervasiveness. The increasing
expense of equipment required to compete in the game of
apeed will tend to further incapacitate individual news-
papers* national media systems, and regional news agencies.
Studies of the present day performance of world
news agencies center on the degrees of objectivity present
and the leas-thanradequate amount of background information
1
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2and depth reporting on free world news wires. Such
considerations sre based on a new understanding of the role
of information in development and an awareness of the more-*
tnan-cowmercial importance of news. This realisation
demands continuing study of world news flow in terms of its
content and in terms of growing dependence on central
sources of news.
The characteristics of world news flow are essenti-
ally the out-growth of world news agency development. Have*
in France, Wolff in Germany* and Reuters in England found a
demand for information on the part of bankers, commercial
nouses, governments* and newspapers. Speed was a natural
requirement, spurred on by competition. But with many
clients to satisfy* an a\*jmv*Lvm approach to news reporting
waa mandatory. Prom the beginning of the news agencies*
transmission of the information has been s problem. The
cost of trsnsmission dictates the necessity for brevity.
The aafifl&l* objectivity, and brevity criteria have
continued to increase in importance* with the continuing
application of technological advances to news dissemina-
tion. These criteris have led to a standardisation of
newa« aa illustrated by Lord Francis Milllama in his
UNESCO-sponsored book* Transmitting ta&rJU UmoL* Francis
Williams says that "the multiple, address M&ttym la histor-
ically so important in the transmission of world news and
has produced so greet s revolution in certsin services*
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3especially neuters, that neuters could hardly have survived
after World War X without it. Kor could AP or UP have
i
developed in the sas* degree without it."
Until World War I« Havas, Wolff, and Reuters
enjoyed a haraaonioue relationship as a new© cartel* with
the world divided into *spheres of influence, • to which the
liiew York Associated Press, a forerunner of the modern Mr,
waa a party.
aut during the first two decadea of the twentieth
century a new impetus waa given to world news agency
development when the United Press "invaded " first South
Aaeries, then the Far East, and finally Europe, signing new
clients for its service. The requirement for competitive
vol us* and prices reaulted in the eventual dissolution of
the world news cartel in 1934.
Full dependence on the agencies by an expanding
atarket results in aver increasing standardisation of news.
& rapid flow of brief facts to each of the thousands of
clients worldwide is the result* and the forces causing
that result are increasing.
The viability of a news agency demands objectivity,
and the wider the circle of clients, the greater the demand
for objectivity. The larger the news agency, the yreater
i
U»rd Francis Williams,
(Paris* UWSCD, 1953) . p. 19.
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4the scope of events about which it ie being objective.
A next logical step in mass communications research
is the investigation of the loss of local subjectivity in
reporting world newa in the newspapers. UNESCO and the
International Press Institute* the two agencies which have
supported snost of the studies into world news* have concen-
trated primarily on the factors influencing mass communica-
tions systems in each country. Among these are literacy,
physical barriers* economic difficulties* training of
journalists* availability of newsprint* and government
controls over the national press systems.
Content analyses by isany researchers have dealt
with the results of these forces* normally with reference
to events in one country as they are reported in another
country* or the influence of one country's events in the
newspapers of another.
Certain of these studies* such as MeMslly's study
2
of coverage of an American election in the British press.
and Asarcon's study of a Philippine election ca^oaign
3
coverage in the American press* are general indicator* of
content and direction of news flow. Such studies generally
2JOhn 7. Mclielly* "Coverage of the 1956 American
Presidential Campaign in Britain's National newspapers**
&ASKL&&* 4 (195SJ* 33-44.
H. A. Asareon* "Coverage of the 1953 Philippine
Election by yen 0. S. Prestige newspapers* (Unpublished
Master's Thesis* University of Wisconsin* 1963).
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sfind that the flow of news between countries is inadequate
end that there are serious Imbalances between countries.
The International Press Institute study, "The Flow
of the Hews, " examined the voIuk* end nature of news flow
4into particular geographic areas. The degree of coverage
of countries in each others* newspapers and the factors
influencing treatment of foreign news were also investi-
gated* Passing reference was Made to national dependence
on news agencies, by a discussion of numbers of foreign
oarrespondents, as well as contractual arrangements for
information exchange.
few studies have investigated world news flow in
terms of dependence on world news agencies. Certainly, the
gatekeepers in a world news agency system, coupled with the
transmission costs and the range of events covered by ^n
agency's reporters, give the local editor a less-than-
complete choice of news events from which to select. But
beyond that, there are different ways in which a news story
can be treated by the local editor. A study of the
handling of a news story will reveal relative dependency by
a newspaper ou a world news agency and the current degree
of standardization of news delivered by an agency.
Certain studies of the American fftmmm indicate the







6tendency of technological advanced to increeee standardiz-
ation. It seems reasonable to expect that thia influence
will ba similarly fait worldwide.
Licbea, in hia study, "Decision Making by Telegraph
Editors—AP or UPI, " quotes G. H. Gieber aa aaying that*
Tha American telegraph editor ia caught in a
strait-jacket of mechanical dataila and tha praaa
association has become tha reoemmender of newa to tha
wire editor. Tha wire editor evaluated tha news
according to what tha AP sent him.
Tha economic realities of publication place
Mechanical controls over tha telegraph deek. Tha
editor will ataar a Middle course through tha political
thickets and thia laada to orientation toward tha "hard
news, " tha smt and ii^i«pt»fra>,i«* fact. 5 (Italics added.)
Cutlip, in a 1953 atudy of tha influence of tha
teletypesetter on use of wire service material by Wisconsin
newspapers, found a tendency to uaa more wire newa and laaa
local newa since tha advent of the teletypesetter. 8a
concluded that "the vitei concerns of today's citiaen—
government, war* tha quaat for peace—ere mora adequately
covered than aver before. Tha loaa of local newa apart*
however, tha increased uaa of wire newa ia a manifestation
a
of greater dependency on the wire."
5
G. H. Gieber, quoted in B. a. Liebes, "Decision
Making by Telegraph Editors—At or WI, " Jftttmei l—
Onartarl y, 43 (1966)
.
Scott M. Cutlip, "Content and Plow of AP Mews
—
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Kegardless of the desirability of coverage of
national and international events, the increasing
dependence on wire service material ia perhaps not the
desirable meaner for this coverage to be achieved.
The degree of independence of newspaper editors
around the world in dealing with news agency material—the
"local subjectivity" which they exhibit—is an important
reference point in judging the present health of the world
«edia system, and is also a general indicator of trends in
that development.
A current opinion on the general world press
picture Isolds thati
• • • the world's communications channels have bean
all but choked in recent years by inflammatory and
slanted messages concerning explosive situations in the
emerging nations of Africa, in divided Berlin, in
communist Cuba, in northern India. ... The reader,
listener, or viewer searching for truth and the "real
story " is left oftentimes in bewilderment. He notes
contradictions in the news, discrepancies among world
news agencies, and opinion in news columns and network
newscast*. ...
asd
and more the importance of international
communication to world understanding is being stressed.
Journalists and journalism teachers are visiting and
studying in other countries in greater numbera every
year. At leaat through these regional and world press
organisations and through the international exchange of
ideaa by traveling journalists, the world press is
becoming ever more homogeneous. One can only hope the
end product of this increasing hftmngmraity will be
freedom of information.7 (Italics added.)
7John C. Merrill, C. R. Bryan, and M. Alisky, "The
Foreign Press* (Louisiana State University, 1964), pp. 4-5.
fc£<S»"3^ Mltf IS94MM *•••»'> O'i (->-"*J4P 2*J**'.*V. '
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IIn the best known study of comparative world news-
paper content ? Jacques Kayser* in his 1953 UlfESGO-sponsored
fajfr'l JkMft* studied 17 n*ajor world dailies for a one-
kk period. The sample selected and the time period of
the study are relevant to its general applicability.
Kayser selected his countries based on importance in the
world* selected his newspapers based on largest circula-
tion* and his particular week waa chosen at random. Be waa
seeking a "typical** week* one in which the "normal** type of
event would occur* so as to accurately measure press
performance
.
In a major analysis. Kayser made material compar-
isons between the newspapers* technical comparisons and
news comparisons* thus revealing specisl strengths*
weaknesses* and dependencies.
Ss found that* although
one might have thought that many of the high circula-
tion papers would favor reportage* especially good
narrative reporting from foreign countries* to add
preseige and interest* there wss little evidence of
such enterprise. A short* two article reportage
appeared on tfepal in 2hm XiflmW of India and 32ml Etftil£
»itpre^» (England) ran abort reportages on Iran and
Corriere on the United States and Tripolitania.@
Most home news* says Xayser* is written by "own** or
"special** correspondents* but the handling of foreign news
is different. The 17 large circulation newspapers made no
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attest to maintain
a network of permanent foreign correspondents or sac
traveling correspondents. Who raight give than exclusive
or original infonaation. Mora often than not* a paper
publishes news agency messages raore or leaa aa they
cane in, or in a rewritten form. tfhia limitation is
largely due to financial and economic factors. . . .*
for moat newspapers, agencies dominate news distribution,
so that
in the international news market, national voices are
beoomieg nore and more inaudible. Hews has become
internationalised, often lacking the national subjec-
tivity which may be easential to clear understanding.
This internationalization of news tends to produce
ready made judgements and though it may be compatible
with "freedom of information, it seriously hampers
"freedom of opinion." In short, journalistic diversity
which has been the pride of the western world may be
said to be disintegrating, not under government
pressure, but hard economic necessity. 10
Finally, in closing, ftayser crystallisea his
opinion of the situation by comparing the Communlst~hloc
newspapers with the ^on-Communist and saying that for the
aeerCossBunist papers,
... these newspapers nearly all depend on much the
same sources of information. Hence the danger of a
growing uniformity of thought. Such uniformity has
never been, and should never become, the aim of freedom
of information. 11
A second major published study of comparative world
press performance is that of Schramm in hie Qns. Bay j^a Ibft
1(W.
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ttflglri'n £cmma« In this study* Schramm anslyssd the content
of 14 major dally newspapers for a one-day period, a
"crisis day."
Hovember 2* 1936* saw both the Russian intervention
on Hungary and the British-French Sues crisis. Sor that
crisis day* Schramm found
t
Newspapers cover the foreign news they feel their
readers will consider in©ortant and interesting.
la&SiXXanX. they tend to define as potentially affecting
the future* or the policy* of the eountry.**
These prestige papers* he found* focus on the great
events of the day. Mews flows from highly developed
countries to less developed countries* from Europe and
north America to other continents* from the United States
and the Soviet Union to all other countries.
Also* the world news agencies tend to emphasise
news from home. In s study by Camilla Petersen of
Stanford* a two-day sample of Asian wires provided toy the
news agenciea for the spring of 1961 showed that "AP and
UPI concentrate on the United States as much as Tass
concentrates on the Soviet Union. Reuters strongly repre-
sents the United States and the United Kingdom. AFP
emphasised the United States* the United Kingdom* and the
13Soviet Union more than Prance itself.
12
Wilbur Schramm* fiQm &m& in £hs Worfri** £&smm
(Stanford s Stanford University Press* I960)
.
13Quoted in Wilbur Schramm* tiaajL £*ttdi* mad tfaJULoaml
ftavalflswmnt (Stanford i Stanford University Press* 19S4)*
p. 6.
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Kayssr's Qoti w—k*M IfaBhUL* cited above* provides a
basis for judgment of comparative dependence on world news
agencies on the part of a significant number of newspapera
in various countries.
This littie -investigated, but important, area of
mass communis*tions reaearch requires an appropriate event
or eventa to have full validity. First* the event must be
a significant one for all geographical areas to be studied*
that is* there must be an element of reader interest.
Ideally* it would be an important and "continuing" event*
for time comparison and "typical" press measurement.
Finally* it should be an event or events with regard to
which there ia a wide divergence of viewpointa. Having
fulfilled these criteria* the task of studying comparative
preaa performance around the world* with respect to world
news agency material* can be achieved.
Such a atory ia available* in the Vietnam war.
This is a continuing event of worldwide importance. A
great deal of information ia* of necessity* made available
in the form of government news releases. The world news
agencies are the major sources of information on the war.
There are a wide range of national involvements either in
the action Itself* for countries of Southeast Asia and
Oceania, or in the "moral" and political aspects of the
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Every newspaper presents s fragmented and synthetic
image of the world. Zt highlights its own set of
significant realities from its own social and cultural
vantage point .*-*
If that is true* then the treatment of a news
agency report by different newspapers should reveal
patterns of different degrees of dependency on the agency
used.
This study will explore the coverage of the Vietnam
war in the world's press* with a view to measuring relative
dependency on world news agencies.
As an exploratory search for differences in
handling Vietnam news* the following hypotheses (ststed
formally as null hypotheses here) area
1. There is no significant difference between world
news agencies* dependency on the U. $. military
news release in Vietnam.
2. There ia no significant difference between news-
papers of different countries in dependency on
world news agency Vietnam reports.
3. There is no significant difference between news-
papers of different geographic areas in
dependency on world news agenciea* Vietnam
reports.
4. There is no significant difference between news-
papers of countries directly involved in the
Vietnam war* and those not directly involved* in
dependency on world news agency Vietnam news.
y
George Gerbner, "Press Perspectives in World
Communication* i A Pilot Study. M Journallaffl Quaxtexly, 38
(1961). 321.
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THE MBHS REPORTING SYSTEM XH VIETNAM
The Vietnam war ia a major event for the entire
world. There are widely divergent viewa of the American
action in Vietnam* from college caropueee to the Congreaa.
Criticiam centers around the Johnson adminietration for
committing the United States so heavily in Vietnam* and on
administration credibility* in ita various etatementa of
position and the situation in Vietnam.
Finally* there have been attacks from various
quarters on the American press for ita modus operandi in
what has been called "the moat wretchedly reported war in
the fane of our history. . . . M
General S. L. A. Marshal 1 kicked off the formal
controvermy on Vietnam reporting. Zn an article in the JlSM
XdaSdjsx o£ October 1966* Marshall charged that "we are being
fed every last detail of doinga in Saigon . . . but we are
getting leas than a cursory view of the big picture of the
military effort of over 300*000 American fighting men in
s. i*. A. Marshall* Battles in tha. Monsoon (new
York* Morrow and Company* 1967)* p. 12.
13
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In the November issue ofM lAad&X, eight
reporters answered Marshall's charge. One said that a
reporter out with the troops could miae a big story in
Saigon.
Marshall blasted Vietnam reporting again in his
book. Battle* ia tfcft Monsoon* charging that "the only
of the (press) corps who consistently work the
3front are the TV reporters and camera crew."
Jim 0. Lucas, Scrtppe-Howard war correspondent, has
said i "In the six months X lived in the Delta, X was the
only correspondent regularly assigned to—and working with
and living with—coaibat troops.
"
Reporter Paul Hemphill saidt
Every afternoon at five o'clock, seven days a week,
a majority of the 350 newsmen covering the war in
Vietnam go to a multi-storied white building in down-*
town Saigon for what is celled "The Briefing. • The
Press Officer • . . aums up what is contained in a
thick mimeographed report, available to all newsmen
each day, entitled "Official MACV communique of . . .**
... it is usually over in 15 to 20 minutes and the
newsman who are filing daily reports on the big picture
of the war rush to write end file their stories.
3
TU L. A. Marshall, "Press Failure in Vietnam, H
(October 1966).
p. 15.
4Jim g. Lucas, PitaUna* Vlnr.nMi (K*w Yorkt
Awards Books, 1967) , p. 13.
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Criticism of Vietnam reporting and press complaints
of a "credibility gap" —mm largely confined to the United
States. Stan-American reporters seldom raise challenges at
the Saigon briefing. The foreign press seldom makes
reference to the quality of Vietnam reporting or a. s.
government credibility, other than occasional referencea to
the subject, quoting a tf. S. source.
The Saigon press corps is mads up largely of
American reportera. of 41S reporters accredited to the
U. 6. Military Assistance Command Vietnam on September 1*
IISSe, 254 were Americana or represented American media.
The news releases, briefings* and interviews are American.
Whether the reporters or their critics are right in
the controversy over Where a reporter should go to cover
the war, it ia clear that the vast majority of them attempt
to get the "big picture" of the military action from the
military briefing held daily in Saigon. The author
attended the briefing regularly for the better part of
1966. Normal business between all of the military informa-
tion officers and the Saigon press corps was conducted
immediately following the briefing, when virtually all of
the reporters were available.
The point here simply is that the military news
release issued daily assumes greater-than-normal importance
U. S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam, List of
Correspondents In-Country, September 1, 1966.
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in the reporting of news from Vietnam than might otherwise
be expected. A sample neve release* issued August 29* 1*66,
is included ee Appendix I.
The world news agencies certainly filed more
information from Vietnam than was contained in the military
news release* This included political, economic, and other
military information. The military summary was filed in
condensed form, immediately following the briefing each
day.
As controversial as the war ia at home* it might be
expected that there would fee a wide range of opinions and
attitudes toward it abroad. Statements by national leaders
and demonstrations against the war. especially in weatern
Europe* have emphasised its unpopularity in some quarters.
In other countries, more directly involved and more
directly threatened hy events in Vietnam* there has been
stronger support for U. S. action. Thus* Australia* Mew
Zealand, Thailand* South Korea* the Philippines—countries
with forces in South Vietnam—have a different view of the
eituation. And of couree there are the uncommitted
countries*
This range of opinion and the unusual importance of
the daily military news release offer an excellent oppor-
tunity for study of international news flow* in the face
of a well-defined national attitude* the objective newe
report on a world news wire might be expected to undergo












modification* between countries* A complete analysis might
also reveal any differences between news agencies filing
stories based on the sane news release.
During 1966* the four western world news agencies
were well represented by reporters in Vietnam* AP with 17,
tfPI with 22. Reuters with 6, and AFP with 5. The Mew York
Times, and its news service had six reporters in Saigon.
Several smaller national and area news agencies were repre-
sented by one or two reporters.
Twenty-seven American daily newspapers had a
correspondent in Vietnam* with the Mew York Xiaejft and the
"^Tftl*! TribuM running major reporting operations. Several
foreign newspapers* especially Japanese* were represented.
But the preponderance of reporting for the world newspapers
was done by representstives of world news agencies* and
especially the American agencies* AP and UPI.
Copley Mews Service* the German Press Agency* Kyodo
Maws Service* et al. can file the military summary, but
since they are then duplicating a world news agency* they
usually find it more appropriate to deal with stories
bearing more directly on their own specialized interests.
The same is true of the reporters representing daily news-
papers who attempt to find stories or "angles" of their
Saigon and Washington are twin centers for Vietnam
newa. The 1965 Honolulu Conference of ail U. S. agencies
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specified details of Amsriean public affairs operations in
Vietnam.
The conference dealt with such matters as
accreditation to the U8 Military Assistance Commend Vietnam?
established "ground rules* for reporters* in lieu of
censorship? detailed the criteria for clearance of news
releasee fro® military unit si and established the St 00 p.m.
daily briefing for reporters in Saloon.
The St 00 p.m. "five o'clock follies" consists of a
briefing by the us Mission Press Officer* followed by a
summary of ground, air* and naval actions of the previous
24 hours.
The military briefing consists essentially of dis-
cussion of the daily written summary* with late-breaking
items added verbally.
The summary news release aims at giving the total
picture of military actions. It is compiled from opera-
tional reports received front Army and Marine Corps units in
the field* tJ. 8. Mavy units on coastal patrol and patrols
in the Mekong Delta* reports from the U. 8. Seventh Air
force on air operations in South and (forth Vietnam* and
reports of naval gunfire operations* air operations* and
all other operational events from the u. 8. Seventh Fleet.
Subordinate commanda under the Military Assistance
Command also promulgate daily news releases in Saigon.
These include news releases by the commands mentioned
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above. as well aa by Individual units such as Divisions,
individual ships, or aircraft squadrons. Ml are cleared
by the Military Assistance Command and consist essentially
of names and hone towns of personnel and such feature-type
material.
The daily news sui&aary, therefore, represents the
facts of the military action. This summary is, of course.
the only source of the fcafc*i military picture that the
reporter has.
The facilities available to reporters in Vietnam
for covering the war include a network of military and
civilian information officers distributed throughout the
country at centers of operations, be they military opera-
tions or any of the other efforts in progress.
U. S. military transportation is available on a
scheduled basis between Saigon and other cities of South
Vietnam. Unscheduled military airlift is available from
these central points.
During 1966 there were two primary news centers
within South Vietnam. Saigon, and Danang. where the U. S.
Marine Corps maintains a major press center. Danang a s
poeition in the northern portion of South Vietnam makes it
an important center for coverage of operations against
Morth Vietnamese units and as a reault. all major news
agencies maintain representatives st !>anang at all times.
Obviously, then, there is a great deal more news to
v'J «*Mt






be tiled by a world nova agency than the daily summary of
military operations. In addition to stories generated by
the agency reporters, there are economic mn& agricultural
briefings* political events* and depth pieces transmitted.
But the military aumoary is a daily item of signif-
icance and common practice is to file it very shortly after
the briefing each day. This same information is trans-
mitted by telephone to Washington by the u. s. Military
Command after the briefing. Zt is* therefore, available
for distribution by the Pentagon some hours after its
release in Saigon.
An important fact concerning the daily summary,
insofar as this study is concerned, is that of all the
information regularly filed by a news agency, this infor-
mation, on a continuing basis, is most likely to be
retransmitted to all areas of the world where an agency has
client newspapers.
The news summary deals, of necessity* with a nuafeer
of quantifications which not only describe given events,
but which change each day. for instance, various engage-
ments are reported in the summary indicating matnbers of
enemy killed and captured? numbers of friendlies Hilled,
wounded, or missing i numbers of weapons lost or captured
*
quantitative descriptions of captured material such as tons
of rice, clothing, ammunition.
Mashers of sir strikes in South Vietname nunbers of
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missions over North Vietnam* and numbers of watercraft
searched are also a part of the daily summary.
These factors are of great assistance in tracing a
Vietnam news item through the world media systems* since
the report for any given day has ita own quantifications.
An even wore important characteristic of the daily
military summary, in terms of an analysis of a newspaper's
concept as to which are the elements most worthy of atten-
tion, is the fact that the summary is divided into nk&
bftaia content citstfQrUa.
The six content categories are a roundup of yroii^
AOLiaoa* &U JttxiisfiA in Moctti Mif&nttt* aix. osiarstlwns im
Aattifch visrnam* &z52 juu&u mas xlz&x. omxxoX opcrationa,
and aayja g.unfirs Qgaxatiana.
The position of each of these categories in the
news release cover sheet indicates the general newsworthi-
ness which each ia considered to have. The news agencies
and the individual newspapers may, of course, not agree
with this order of presentation. The differences in
opinion on this point would tend to reveal different
eoneepts on the part of the individual wire services and
also would tell something about the newspapers, depending
on where the editing occurs. What do they each consider to
toe important? What is the degree of dependence on the news
release and on the wire service? What is considered not
worthy of use?
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The Aaerioan news agencies file the daily summary
almost* if not completely* in toto as received. Thia would
be the result of an obvious interest of most American news*
in events in South Vietnam involving American arms'
Since a great deal of the information appears
daily in the American press* it would appear that the
American press is heavily dependent on the news agencies
and, with respect to the Vietnam war* the newspapers
uncritically print the standardised version presented by
the wire service. But this is not to say there ia not a
great potential for independence on the part of the
individual newspaper*
If there are national considerations which play a
part in the selection of wire service news* or if there are
opinions held locally which influence the degree of
conformity in handling wire service Vietnam news, these
factors* and not blind dependence* could be dictating both
the order of presentation of the content categories and tarn
number of words given to each.
A real test of dependence on a news agency and the
standardisation of world news flow would have to examine
the treatment given the news stories of the same world
agency by clients in different countries* and in countries
which have different degrees of direct interest in the
Vietnam war as well as different prevailing opinions about
the war.
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A basic assumption Lb that world news agency gate-
keepers are. at any given tints, providing tha type of news
and tha amount of news on given subjects that experience
has indicated is desired by clients in particular regions
or countries of tha world*
On ita face it would appear, for instance, that
South African newspapers are not as interested in details
of Vietnam military operations as are American newspapers,
nor would newspapers in Guyana, Kenya, or Ireland be
equally interested. On tha other hand, the Australian, New
Zealand, Thai, and Philippine &&mm might be. Xn any case*
there are markedly different degrees of national interest
with respect to tha same news releases* These differences
should make themselves evident in an analysis of content
and provide an indication of the strength of the national
factor in the world news flow.
Previous studies have shown that world news
agencies tend to see the same event in somewhat different
ways. This would be revealed both by different nuntoers of
words devoted to each content category, and by any shifting
of order of presentation of the categorise.
The daily military eummary aa released in Saigon ia
by no means all of the news of Vietnam for any given day.
Events bearing on tha war are filed by the world news
agencies from Saigon, Washington, and other points regularly
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and are of such importance that they could be expected to
be transmitted worldwide. A newspaper therefore could
receive political news from Saigon or some other point*
policy information from Washington, or comments from ita
own national government* in addition to the military sum-
mary from Saigon. All of this information would be
obtained by the average newspaper via world news agencies*
in certain cases filtered through a national news agency.
A complete review of newspaper performance with
respect to reporting the Vietnam war would require an
analysis of all mention of the war* with point of origin of
the story noted and implications categorised. This would
permit a correlation with national considerations in each
But in measuring the degree of standardisation of
world aswa and the loss of local subjectivity which both
Kayser and Merrill have decried* we are interested in the
degree to which newspapers blindly follow the "dictates* of
a world news agency.
A test of dependency is therefore best accomplished
by observing pzmmm performance with respect to a story
which has lesser or greater interest in different
countries, the overall story must be of some degree of
interest to all. The general development of the situation
must be in some degree newsworthy.
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The daily military stannary from VietiUKo. than, ia a
atory against Which the par fornanea by different newspapers




This stud/ aeeka to analyse world news flow by
tracing a eingle newe atory through the world newe ayetem.
Ae msntioned. tha Vietnam military story offere a unique
opportunity to carry out a atudy of thia type* Tha results
should be a worthwhile addition to knowledge of tha factors
at work in influencing world news.
Having eelected tha Vietnam military atory aa tha
besia for observation of newspaper performance* it remains
to select a time period for the atudy* to select a sample
of the world 9 a press* to locate pertinent data* and devise
a method of quantification of newspaper performance. Also*
an analysis tool must be eelected and an analytical
structure constructed.
Thia atudy would he greatly simplified if the
actual material received and filed by each gatekeeper in
the news channel waa available for etudy. As a practical
matter* thia cannot be done. The study will explore tha
influence of the A*. U9X* Reuters* ATP* and Mew ttork Xjju&a.
news agencies. The military news releasee are filed daily
from Saigon by each of these agenciea* directly to their
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offices. Different versions srs then retransmitted to
geographic sress of the world. national news agencies*
sons performing a censorship function* then further edit
the news before it arrives at the newspaper. A study which
severed s suitably long time span would require s great
deal of time and effort* even assuming that the gatekeepers
involved cooperated.
The study deals with the united States Military
Assistance Command Vietnam's daily military news summaries
for the year 1966. As explained* these news releases are
the only sources of TTHffl-y information on military events
of the previous 24 hours. In response to media need* the
releases seek to quantify the news of the war. These
quantifications enable the researcher to trace a news story
through the media system with ease.
What is available for this study are the news
relesses sad the versions of the releases Which appeared in
certain foreign newspapers.
The vast majority of the world # s newspapers did not
maintain reporters in Vietnam during 1966. They depended
instead on the world news agencies.
The Library of Congress and the University of
Chicago* s Center for Research Libraries are the two primary
sources of foreign newspapers in the United States. These
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mtwo sources combined hold approximately 100 English-
language foreign newspaper* for the year 1966.
i*lection, gf a Timt Pfliriort
Kayser dealt with the question of a time period by
selecting a particular one-week period in the future.
Schramm* in fins, ttax An £h* Word's £rjuu* selected a crisis
day. A view of world news flow demands a "typical day, *
with which Schramm was not concerned. Kayser randomised
his study by having no prior knowledge of factors which
might disrupt the "normal" flow pattern.
Since world news flow obviously is influenced by
the newsworthinees of events* a study of it must deal with
the presence or absence of such events* For this reason*
the selection of a study time period using the benefit of
hindsight seems far superior to Kayser "s method.
This study* dealing as it does with the Vietnam
military report* should select a time period during which
other-than-military information of major news value was not
entering the world news channels from either Washington or
Vietnam and that the military news for the period was not
overwhelmingly more newsworthy than normal.
Many important news events occurred in Vietnam
during 1966. itolitical difficulties* a military revolt*
and trouble with the militant Buddhist leader Thich Tri
Quang were major news stories during April* May. June* and
July of that year. National elections were held in
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mmid-Septaafear and the political repercussion* lasted for
several months*
A spot-check of American newspapers indicates that
the latter part of August 1966 offers a period during which
the "normal* military nans was the significant aewe from
Vietnam. The period August 26 to September I, 1966,
inclusive, includes both "normal" military news and also a
military "shock story," whose influence on news flow can he
studied.
A one week period is considered sufficiently long
to get an accurate picture of a newspaper's performance.
Consecutive days are considered necessary due to the
possibility of the introduction of inaccuracies caused by
time and date differences between Vietnam and other
The Center for Research Libraries* university of
Chicago, holds microfilm copies of 32 English"language
foreign newspapera for the study period. The Library of
Congress holds copies of 46 newspapers. The Wisconsin
State Historical Society and University of Wisconsin
Library hold 11 newspapers.
Since newspapers of as many countries as possible
should be included in the study, all of these newspapers
were analysed. For the United States and Canada, a maximum
of 15 newspapers per country were included in the sample.
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Canberra - The Australian ca
Melbourne - The Age CI
Sydney - the Morning Herald
u - The Meaeau Tribune LC
Hamilton - The Royal Oaaette M
Calgary - The Herald
i^iaunton - The Journal
Montreal - Oaaette
Montreal - Star
Ottawa * The Citizen
St. Johns - The Evening Telegram
Toronto - The Globe and Mail
Toronto - Daily Star
Vancouver - The Daily Colonist
Vancouver - The Province
Vancouver • The Sun







Colonfeo - Ceylon Daily Have
Cairo - The Egyptian oaaette
The Yorkshire Post LC
Daily Express LC
Daily Mirror CH
Liverpool - Daily Poet LC
London - Daily Sketch LC



























- The Fiji Tisae LC
JHNHHI • The Daily Graphic M
Accra • The Ghanaian Tinea DC
Song Kong -
- The Tiger Standard DC
" South China Morning Poet 11
Twrii^
Allahabad m aa^F «i^w™i^B^^a> DC
Ambala - The Tribune MS
Bangalore - The Deccan Herald w
Shopal - Madhya Pradesh Chronicle DC
Calcutta — Atnrita Bexar Patrika DC
Calcutta M The Hindustan standard DC
Calcutta — The Stateeman m
Delhi The Statesman m
Qauhati - The Assam Tribune DC
Lucknov — The national Herald DC
Madras ~ The Hindu DC
Kagpur SS) The Hitavada DC
Haw Delhi - The Hindustan Tiroes
Hew Delhi. • The Patriot DC
Patna - The Searchlight DC
Patna SBJ The Indian Hation DC
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Jerusalem - The Jerusalem ffoet CH
<Ungston - The Daily Gleaner LC







Seoul - The Korea Times











































Manila - The Manila Bulletin ic
Manila - The Manila Tines
Salisbury - The Rhodesia Herald LC
Biishnpsll • **• Scotsnen LC
Glasgow • The Herald LC
Singapore
- The Straite Echo el
South Africa
Capetown - The Cape Argue LC
Capetown - The Cape Tinea ch
Johannesburg - Rand Daily Mail w
natal - The Witness LC
Der es Salaan - The nationalist
Bangkok - The Bangkok feat LC
- The Uganda Argue LC
\U\Xti9iA ititti
Burlington* Vt. - The Free Press LC
Dallas, Texes - The Morning Mews W
Detroit - Detroit fjemt Frees IC
Dubuque - The Telegraph-Herald If
Honolulu - The Star Bulletin IC
Juneau - The Alaska £npire CH
Manchester. K. H. - The Union-Leader juc
llaw iork - New York Tines LC
Providence - Providence Journal If
Raleigh - The Mewe and Observer If
San Francisco - The Chronicle w
Waahiaftasi - The Star LC











Charlotte Arealie - The Dally News LC
Lukasa - Times of Zambia w
Motet GH • Center for Research Libraries
LC * Library of Congress
if * University of Wisconsin
Hithod Qf Quantification
Since the concept of this study rests on an analysis
of comparative newspaper dependency on world news agencies*
the validity of the results depends on the completeness of
the measurement of dependency.
It was originally intended that a number of
measurements of each story would be made and that the
separate quantifications of these various observed
characteristics would* in sum* constitute the measure of
dependency. The characteristics included presence or
absence of each of the six content categories of the news
release* word count used for each of the content categories*
page number of the Vietnam story* page location of the
story* size of headline* whether or not a newspaper used
wirephotos from Vietnam* how much non-military Vietnam news
was used* and how much foreign news was carried.
All of these characteristics are valuable
indicators of newspaper performance. But some* such as
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•Mount of general foreign news used, •mount of non-military
Vietnam now* used of wlrephotos* do not boar directly on
the central question of this study * "What did this news-
paper do with this piece of information frost this news
agency?"
Other characteristics which would be valid
indicators in a survey of the Aaerican press are not appro-
priate for use in a survey of the world press, for
instance* American newspaper* carry what they consider to
be the sost important news on the front page. Many foreign
newspapers* however* carry several pages of local news or
•ports news before presenting the international news.
newspapers of the British Isles are noteworthy in this
respect* as is Homo, Kong*s ftfiuth China. Htmlw Smt* which
often displays world news on the back page* Fage masher*
then* is • makeup characteristic which is sore a satter of
custom than a universal indicator of newspaper performance.
Page location and headline used are also character-
istics which do not have standardised significance. Wox
some newspapers they would be measures of dependence* but
for others they would not. They are* therefore* not valid
measures for this study.
The two components which clearly indicate the
dependency are (1) the mmmnt of the news release which the
newspaper used* and (2) whether the lead in the story was
changed*
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In dealing with a muaber of foreign newspapers of
different sire, roaxeup end type sine* the column inch
measure is considered sufficiently inaccurate that a u&sd
gauoL was used to Measure the amount of a story that was
printed.
The lead change factor can be observed by a compar-
ison of the news release and the newspaper story. The
quantification of the "word count score"* is a direct
measure. The "lead chance" score is more complex. Sines
there are six content categories in each news release* the
basic question is whether a newspaper which leads with the
third* fourth* fifth* or sixth item is being progressively
more independent than simply leading with the second item.
This study is based on the position that this ±& s
manifestation of greater independence » Me cannot initially
know whether a wire service filed a release from Saigon
just as it was released. But we can validly assume that to
be the case until we learn otherwise. Tor instance* a
newspaper in India which used ths Reuters version of a
story for a particular day and leads with the fifth item of
the news release is either displaying "fifth order"
independence or is printing it just as it waa filed from
Saigon by the fteuters bureau. If we assign a lead change
score of "five" to the newspaper* then the total analysis
will reveal whether this particular individual score is
significantly different from the other versions of the
• •
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Reuters story for that day. Assigning a lead change score
of from one to six, then, is an essential element in
measuring dependency as accurately as possible.
The analysis method, therefore, consists of two
quantifications, wj2££ ssmoL SCfirje. and laad chanofi. ££&£&•
It is necessary to relate these two factors in some manner
so that a single quantification of independence can be
arrived at.
A higher lead change score indicates greater
independence of the news agency (or of the news release)
.
A higher word count score indicates lesser independence.
The two quantities are in the one case directly proportional
to independence, and in the other inversely proportional.
Thus, we are discussing a dependency ratio , the quotient of
these two factors.
l£&4 fihanas. gggre divided by tf&rjd cjaunt ££££& would
be an independence ratio. Word, count SSQXfi. divided by lead.
change a£Q£& would be a dependence ratio. It makes no
mathematical difference which approach is used. However,
some of the newspapers of the sample do not carry any news
from the military news release, for the test period. The
dependency on a news agency would therefore be zero. If
the lead change score is divided by the word count score
to arrive at the quantification of independence, scores of
"0" cannot be reflected in the total newspaper score for
the week. In order to weight a "0" score, then, the










quotient: with which the study deals must deal with a score
of "0" M • measure of independence end independence must
be measured as a tendency toward a score of "0."
Therefore* a ratio of "dependency " will be employed,
involving the ratio "word count score "/"lead change score.*
A higher score will represent greater dependency.
The two factors which define "dependence" for this
study bear some natural relationship to one another in
terms of which is the greater indicator of dependence. If
they were considered to be equal expressions of dependence,
then either one would, by itself, be a sufficient measure.
Bat the flow of news through many gatekeepers does tend to
reduce the word count, as Cutlip illustrated in his study.
Gatekeepers act to reduce the word count of a news story,
there is a momentum in the system in the direction of
reducing the word count. So a newspaper *s further reducing
the word count can be thought of as being a "passive"
i, influenced by factors such as availability of
Yet it must be measured for any true quantification
Changing the lead item in a news story is an
"active" independence which involves a rejection of the
arrangement of items as received. Zt is clearly a more
important indicator of independence than is the word count.
The two factors are of unequal importance in quanti-
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nto one another is a quotient* any mathematical expression
Which could be arrived at to represent their relative
strengths would simply involve a multiplication of the
independence score as conceived above* by sons factor.
Independence as defined is universally applicable to the
world press and so this factor would be constant for all of
the newspapers of the staple. In this study, which seeks
quantifications for relative comparisons* this unequal
importance of the two factors is ignored.
Coding 8ysfa
The measurement of total word count in a relative
performance study such as this depends upon an indication
of total number of words used. The total number of words
used from the daily news release is easily identifiable.
In instances where information is included in a newspaper
story which was generated by a reporter* the only words
counted will be those identifiable as coming from the news
release. Zf a summary paragraph at the beginning of a
story includes news release details and then is amplified
later in the body of the story* the words are counted
twice. There are two basic types of non-news-release
material. These are stories written by reporters on the
scene of an action and bearing a dateline other than
Saigon* or stories written as a reeult of special
individual interviews in Saigon.
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is the only source of summary information for the day* the
grosser/ stories appearing in the press can be identified
and coded as to word count. Preliminary test of 17 foreign
newspapers indicates no difficulty in this identification.
The "lend gb*"ge acorn" is more difficult to arrive
at. Zn addition to the daily news release* there are
special appearances at the daily news brief by milita
personnel directly involved in unusual incidents. U. S.
Bevy and II. S. Air Force pilots who shoot down enemy air*
craft* tl. 8. Aran/ personnel involved in newsworthy actions*
etc., are given the opportunity to brief the Salmon press
corps on these actions and answer questions about then*. At
tines these briefings are held on the same day as the
action in question. More often it is the day following the
special event.
Since the special brie fin; is available tor all of
the Saigon preas corps* a simple word count of the stor/ as
it appears in a given newspaper is sufficient to measure
relative performance with respect to the story* without the
seed for a word count of the briefer* a presentation.
where this special briefing is placed with respr?
to other items of the new* release in terms of which is the
lead story for the day is a question which must be
"ressed.
An event of major newsworthinsss in the milite
sphere will diarupt the "norral" world news pattern which
•It* At €*





the study MtKi to analyse. On the other head, the
performance of the world's press with respect to "shook"
stories is s pertinent characteristic of the world system.
fox the test week* then, it Is necessary to compile
s "lesomark history* of special briefings held in Saigon
during that week* These items oust be assigned a relative
position with respect to the other lead iteas of the week*
before a "lead change" coding system csn be established.
On August 26. 1966* two U. 8. Air Force F-105
aircraft dropped napalm SO yards short of an enemy Vietoong
force. The napalm landed among troops of the U. 8. First
Infantry Division, major General tfilliam Gapmy* Commanding
General of the First Infantry Division, flew to Saigon the
same day to brief the press on the event. The pre-cbeck of
the foreign press indicates that virtually all of the
newspapers of the world carried the story of U. s. aircraft
napalming I?. 8. troops. This is not a typical performance
for some of these newspapers. But the concept of the
"typical day" is only valid as a reference point. If
attention to these shock stories is s standard character-
istic of world news flow and if dependence on a news agency
is relsted to shock stories, then the workings of this
phenomenon are an integral part of this study*
It does appear that there are newspapers which did
not print the Vietnam military summary on the "normal" day.
but did print it as a part of a "shock" story.
Aid
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The special briefing items occurring during the
test period and requiring special plasma
»
nt in the catalogue
of "order of items" in the news release, are those Which
are not Mentioned in the releases.
of the content category items for the teat period and will
he ueed in determining the lead change scores. It includee
the briefing of August 2&, 19*6, on the napalm accident,
the sinking of Morth Vletnaeeee PT boata on Auguat 29, the
attack on FT boata on Auguat 31, a helicopter crash on
August 3a, and a summery of U. 6. peraoanel statistics,
released on August 25.
The personnel summery, indicating di Americana
killed the previous week, tf. S. troop strength in Vietnam
reaching 300,000, and enemy killed figuree for the previous
week, is placed in content category #4 for August 25. This
is essentially a "ground" etory, issued on a weekly basis.
It could be expected that it would not be a major news
story.
General Depuy*e briefing on the napalm accident is
pXaeed #1 in the content categories for the day, because it
is very newsworthy and most naturally fits the first
position. The two W boat stories are similarly newsworthy
and fit into the #1 content categories for their cays.
Ths helicopter crash announced August 28 seems to
fit most naturally with content category #6 far that day.
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the ground war report. Since it was an accident* and not
enemy action* and sinca tha casualties ware four Americans
killed* it is not considered to be an outstanding news
event.
Tha landmark history was compiled from the news
releases* from personal recollection* and from tha pre-test
of foreign newspapers for the period.
A good check on the influence of the sensational
story will be the news accounts of August 26 and August 27.
August 26 was the most nearly "normal • military day of the
teat period. It is true that on the 23th the weekly
summary of casualties and forces in Vietnam was released *
but it is the most nearly normal.
On August 26* General Depuy*s briefing on the napalm
accident could be expected to receive heavy coverage*
appearing in the press on August 27.
The addition of the special briefing items forces
an expansion of the content category system from *6* to *8*
on August 26* 29* and 30* and to "7" on August 31.
This analysis does not take into account other
diaruptive factors. This would include Vietnamese govern-
ment military news releaaes. On August 27* the Vietnamese
armed forces announced the sinking of two Vietnamese Havy
boats. This can be expected to have been a major news
story , but it is not dealt with in this study. Instead,
the news story is examined etrictly in terma of U. S. news
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relc&so information* Ix a Vietnamese story is actually the
lead item, or if a political comment leads off the news
story and is the headline* the first appearance of an item
from the tf. S. release is assigned as the military lead
item.
In the event that a newspaper includes a mil its:
release item in the headline and then presents a different
item as the first part of its news story* the subject
matter of the headline is assigned as the "lead change"
score item.
Another factor in this study waa the delayed use of
Information from the military news summary. Where a
newspaper printed information during the test period which
is clearly from the releases* and released prior to the
test period* this information was not coded.
Material appearing in the newspaper during the teat
week was coded and assigned as performance with respect to
the release of the day concerned. Information not printed
within the week was ignored.
The pre-teet indicated the frequent occurrence of
multiple logotypes on news stories. In compiling the total
week score* these stories were included in the individual
newspaper *s performance record* without reference to news
agency. In the deeper analysis of comparative performance
by newspapers using different news agencies* these stories
had to he ignored.
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The Quantifications of individual newspaper
performance* achieved by this coding method, represent the
total influence of the forces at work in world news flow,
for each newspaper. The quantifications are susceptible to
examination by analysis of variance methods.
Since the forces behind the different scores for
individual newspapers are not completely obvious* and since
the study seeks to identify the najor influences* the
analysis deals with scores in terms of known facts about
The newspapers can be grouped (a) by world news
agency (IF ratio)} (b) by country (IF ratio): (c) by
countries using the service for each news agency separately
(5 F ratios); (d) by geographic area (IF ratio); and (e)
by involvement versus non-involvement in the Vietnam war
(1 F ratio).
HaUabiUty of Coding Content
The use of the landmark history aa regards coding
lead change scores* and the use of a direct word count of
newspaper atoriea would appear to largely eliminate the
requirement for subjective decisions in coding the news-
paper material. But a central question remains that of
identifying material in the newspaper which can be
attributed directly to the news release or to a special
briefing for the Saigon press corps.
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HereIson ami Lasersfeld say thats
By definition, content analysis rauat be objective.
Tha subjective nature of the analyst must be minimised
in order to aaaure an objective description of tha
communication content. Tha neceeaity to achieve
objectivity or near-objectivity for content analyaia
raiaaa tha problem of reliability. 2
And that
i
• • • additional training and experience of tha
coder usually, but not always, increaaea tha reliabil-
ity of the reaulta. . . .
Tha more general experience in content analyaia and
the more specific training on tha particular project
tha coders have had* tha higher reliability la likely
to be.
3
Two military Information officera who have
completed the requiramenta for the K.A. degree in
Journaliam checked the reliability of tha coding aystem
uaad in thia study. Both of these check coders have served
in Vietnam aa Information Officera. Both were engaged in
some aspect of generation of tha daily military news
release. Both are familiar with tha operating proeedurea
of world news agencies in Viet nan, and with eventa during
the teat period Auguat 25 to September 1. 1966.
The two check coders coded the same five newspapers
of the sample* using the quantification method described.
The reaulta* together with the author* a reaulta for tha
Bernard Barelaon and Paul Lasarafald* "The
Analyaia of Communication Content" (Unpublished preliminary
draft* 1948)* p. 129.
3
JEai&. * p. 136.
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five m»ip«p<irt, are tabulated in Table 1.
The coder reliability cheeX indicates tha possibil-
ity of subjective variations in coding* Saving studied tha
news releases on which tha coding ia baaed* tha author wis
in a better position to judge information which had
originated in the news releases. The overlapping of news
release information and other commentary ia a source of
difference in word count score coding, newspaper leada
which referred to more than one content category are a
source of difference on coding lead change scores.
Kendall's coefficient of concordance among the three
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Appendix XX is the tabulation of raw data darivad
from the newspaper sample. There are two scores indicated
in the tabulation. First* there is the score per newspaper
story, indicating word count scores, lead change scores*
dependency scores* and news agency. Second* there ia the
total week score for each newspaper* arrived at by addition
of all daily scores* without reference to a specific news
agency.
There are aeveral instances of multiple logotype
credita* aa well aa instances of absence of any news agency
identification.
In analysing comparative performance by news agency*
scores cannot be used unless they are directly attributable
to a single news agency. In a few cases* such as South
Africa's BSapa/Rauter " logotype* where a national news
agency sisply adda its own logotype to that of a world news
agency, that atory score is counted aa a score for that
news agency.
All Vietnam military stories* whether identifiable
by news agency or not* are included in the total-week score
53
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The tMO scores differ in one important respect.
That is* the individual Vietnans story is to be compared with
all other individual Viatnan stories* to determine what
differences* if any* exist. The total-week score is a
messore not only of similarity in reporting a news agency
story* but of total dependency* in terms of the number of
times during the test period that a world news agency
Vietnam story was used.
Thus* a newspaper which prints a Vietnam military
story for two days of the week can be compared with another
aewspsper which printed a Vietnam military story on each of
the seven days. The story scores may not differ signif-
icantly* but the total dependency of the two newspapers
does differ.
The dependency scores for individual Vietnam
military stories* identified by news agency* are the basis
far comparison of news agency performance. The total weak
scores for the newspapers are the basis for testing the
influence of nationality* geographic location* and
national involvement* on newspaper dependency .
In cases Where a newspaper either did not publish
each day or copies were not available* the total-week score
was determined by multiplying the sum of the story
dependency scores by an appropriate factor to achieve a
M
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A further limitation on the data of these testa is
that all scores consisting of a single atory or newspaper
(n»l) are disregarded.
mj
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Hypothesis 1 statea that there ia no significant
difference between world news agencies* dependency on the
U- 8. Military news releases in Vietnam.
A teat of that hypotheaia involves the grouping of
all Vietnam military news stories* scores for the study, by
news agency* in Table 2.
TABLE 2
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uSince there ie a significant difference among these
groups* a *******itm of the first null hypothesis is called
far.
The dependency scores for the NTH* appear to he
higher than are the scores of the other news agencies. A
second test, comparing dependency scores for the four major
world news agencies* and excluding the dependency scores
for the NYTHS, finds no significant difference among the
four remaining agencies (df » 3,234; W - 1.43)*
The aTTH* is not a me;,or world news agency in eiae
or scope of its operations. The dependency scores for that
agency were coded in this study because they appeared in
the pxmmm of more than one country* thereby offering the
opportunity for international comparisons. The Mew York
SJjMMI ia not a typical American newspaper. It is known to
see itself aa a historical record. Complete texts of
presidential addresses and news conferences are printed in
the XifMBA- The higher MYTHS dependency scores are probably
a reflection of attention to historical record.
An important aspect of this test is the finding that
the four toajor news agencies' dependency scores do not
differ significantly. It should be noted* however* that
there is more dependency involving the two American news
agencies, mi and At* compared to the two non-U.8. agencies,
oit#
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Hypothesis 2 states thst there is no significant
difference between newspapers of different countries in
dependency on world news agency Vietnasi stories. A test of
this hypothesis calls for a comparison of dependency scores
Car the total week by newspapers of each of the countries.
That teat finds that there is a significant difference in
total dependency for newspapers of different countries
(Table 3).
TABLE 3
TOTAL-WEEKLY BEFBMDEBCY SCORES OF
GROUPED BY COUBTRY
Mean Mean Mean Bo. Of
Country WOrd Count Lead Change Score Fapara
U.S.A. 2165 1.40 1549 13
Hans Kong 1592 1.09 1456 2
Pakistan 1197 1.33 902 6
Philippines 1200 1.37 877 2
Malaysia 1004 1.19 841 2
Ireland 82S 1.00 829 3
Canada 1718 3.19 537 12
Nepal 842 1.85 454 2
India 487 1.09 444 17
Scotland 412 1.00 412 2
Australia 491 1.35 364 4
England 338 1.04 325 8
Kenya 328 1.07 306 2
South Africa 203 1.06 191 4
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mOn the basis of this finding* a gj»j^<»feiar» of the
null hypothesis is called for.
The moan ecorea indicate that the dependency scores
Pakiatan are higher than are the ecorea for newspapers of
other countries. A soaoist teat finda no significant
difference in dependency ecorea by country* when the ecorea
for theee countries are excluded <df * 11,48; F 1.42).
National involvement in the war ia an obvious factor
ia the high dependency of American newspapers. Proximity*
as well aa ita position aa a news center for Vietnam and
for all of Asia, probably account for the high dependency
of newspapers of Hong Kong .
reason for ita heavy dependency on the Vietnam story. That
country*a "authoritarian" press ia not ordinarily heavily
attentive to foreign news, and Pakistan ia not directly
involved in Vietnam.
The next teata concern the question aa to whether or
not there is a aigniflcant difference in dependency by
:a of different countries on a Vietnam story of the
agency (Hypothesis 2). Individual Vietnam
military stories' dependency scores, identifiable for each
of the world news agencies, are compared across the range
of countries where they appeared.
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The first such test compares dependency scores by
country for AP Vietnam military stories (Table 4)*
TABLE 4
MSMpSJMCY SCORES OF AP VIETNAM STORIES,
GROUPED BY COUNTRY
Country Heap Score Number of Stories
Japan 228 7











There is no significant difference among countriea
in dependency on the AF Vietnam stories. It is worthy of
note that the msan score foe Japan ia highest, even higher
than that of the United States (only one Japanese newspaper,
the atypical Japan Ximeju is included in the sample)
.
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expected and the aiatfber la the u. S. aejsple is reaeonabl/
large. But the small auafcer of cases for most countries
Halts deeper analysis.
A cross-national comparison of UPI scores (table $)
again finds no significant difference in dependency by
country.
TABLE S
DBFEBPEBCY SCORES OF UFZ VIETMAH STORIES,
GROUPED BY COtfKTRY









While not statistically significant* the differences
to be rather large. The united States again has the
^^^Fji^^waese^^pea^> se^w^s/i^SM^B*a^^wa» as 9 sas^ae ^a w^^s^a»* ^^^#a^4» ^p a^^b \»as^v ava>av
order aa the AP aean score. The Fhilippinea and Canada
have roughly exchanged positions* with the Fhilippinea more
dependent oa UPI than on AF. The opposite ia true of
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limits the analysis of cross-national scores for Aft
(Tabic 6).
TABLE 6
mma scores or at? vxbtsam stories.
GROUPED BY COUtfrUY







There is no significant difference* and the scores
are quite similar. The geographic grouping of these AFP
newspapers is noteworthy. AFP was the only logotype found
in the Pakistani newspapers in this study. AFP was also
used almost exclusively for all foreign news in the Sepal
sample.
There is no significant difference in dependency on
the MYTHS story between the united States and Canada, the
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DEFEMDCMCY SCORE* OF MYTHS VIETNAM STQfUX.$«
Country Wean Score Nusfesr of Stories
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However, the U« 8. newspaper scores sre considerably
higher than ars those of Canadian newspapers. The U. 8.
dependency mean for the SYTSS stories is the highest story
dependency of this study.
The cross-national test for the Reuters news agency
dependency scores is limited by a snail number of cases la
each country except India. But there is a significant
difference overall (Table 8)
•
Since the four major world news agencies do not
differ significantly in dependency, a cross-compsrison of
•sores for the agencies* by country* is necessary. This
psraits an analysis of the wide variation of sons of the
scores in Table 9, where countries are listed in order of
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dependency scores are raore generally characteristic of news
papers using the UVX and AP. for countries of medium
dependency, the Reuters news egency service is most heavily
used. The dependency scores for AFP clients ere roughly
conquerable to the scores for American news agency clients.
The Reuters service is widely used* and the dependency
scores are widely distributed in Table 9.
This cross-comparison is limited by the fact that,
for many countries tested* only one newspaper is included
in the study sample.
The comparison is further limited by the fact that
stories unidentified by news agency cannot be listed in
news agency comparisons. These scores AE& included in the
total-week dependency score means.
The countries which are directly involved in Vietnam
(USA, Australia. Philippines, Korea) used the American news
agency Vietnam stories. Countries not directly involved
generally appear to have used the Reuters service for
Vietnam military news.
Hypothesis 3 states that there is no significant
difference between newspapers of different jeogrsphic areas
in dependency on world news agency Vietnam news. This
hypothesis refers to the potential effect of geographical
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proximity to the war* on iMWt handling.
A teat o£ thia hypothaale involves tins grouping of
total "Week dependency scorea for tha newspapers of the
sample* by diataace from Vietnam*
for thia taatt dependency acoraa of u. 8. newspapers
high dependency. Tha foreign newspapers aro assigned to
oaa af three groups, baaed on diatance of tha cloaeat
Group 1 newspaper dependency acoraa are those whose
*tational bounderlea are from 0-600 miles from Vietnam?
oup 2 acoraa are thoae from 600*5)00 ailea from Vietnam?
Croup 3 acoraa are thoae from 5300-10 000 ailea from
Vietnam (Table 13).
Tha teat for dependency by geographic distance is aa
indicated in Table 10.
TABLE 10
TOTAL WEEK OBfEKDESCf SCORES 07 SENSPAVBBS GROUPED
BY BATIOaAL t ISTAttCt ntOK VZETMAM* EXCLUDXMB
SCORES 07 V. S. KTWSPAPERS
MM
Distance Group Mean Score tfumber of Papara
1 (within 600 mi.) 720 31
2 (600*5300 mi.) 477 37
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There is no significant difference found for
newspapers of the three different geographic areas*
although the F-ratio is not snail enough to be dismissed
(f • .io).
The nations near Viet nasi appear to be more dependent*
but there tm little difference between the two more distant
groups.
The same geographic test* including scores of
American newspapers, finds a significant difference by
geographic area. (The groupings of the newspaper scores by
distance and the mean scores for the groups change with the
addition of the American newspapers.)
The distance boundaries are slightly revised in
Table 11 to equalise the aises of the groups. (This
revised distsnce group is indicated by country in
Table 13.) The data for this test are indicated in
Table 11.
TABLE 11
TOTAL-WEEK DEPENDENCY SCORES OF NEWSPAPERS GROUPED
BY NATIONAL DISTANCE FROM VIETNAM. AMD
ISCLUDXW SCORES OF U.S. HEWSPAPERS
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Hypotheni« 3 can neither be sccc*pted nor simply
rejected on the basis of these findings. The differences
are statistically significant* but curvilinear* Zt appears
that proximity has some influence on news dependency* but
the data for the U.S. dominate Table 11 so that a straight-
forward interpretation is impossible.
aiffarftnesa by Itional Infffilvwanfc
Hypothesis 4 states that there ia no significant
difference between newspapera of countries directly
involved in the Vietnam war and those not directly involved*
in dependency on world news agency Vietnam news.
A test of the influence of national involvement on
newspaper dependency scores involves the grouping of weekly
dependency scores for newspapers, according to national
involvement or non-involvement.
The high scores of the American newspapers will
distort the comparison unless they are grouped separately.
Per that reason* this test coaparea involved and non-
involved newspaper ecores with U.S. newspsper scores
(Table 12).
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TOTMrfflOK DEPEWfcHCY SCORES OF MIWSPAPERS* GROUPED BY
U.S.. BY BATJCOMAL ISVOLVTMBHt HI VX£TSAK OTHER
THAN U.S., AMD BY «»-IHVX)LVEK£l*r
Status Mean Score Number of Papers
UA 1549 13





Since a significant difference exists among these
groups* Hypothesis 4 is xftjoctftd* It is clesr again that
the dependency scores for U.S. newspapers account for the
major portion of the variation. The relatively snail
number of cases for the "involved" countries weakens the
findings* but the v»mn scores are in the direction that
would be expected on the basis of earlier findings.
Table 13 is a summary comparison of mean total-week
ipaper dependency scores for each country. The scores
for the three highest newspapers listed are baaed oa
aingle newspapers.
Although patterns of dependency have been found*
based both on geographic distance and national involvement
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rmxM 13
summary or scores by factor, by country
Country
Total-Week of Dietanee
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in the war. the distribution of total dependency scores for
both criteria is relatively even through the range of
dependency scores* Thus* no single factor appears to be
Minting for a great deal of variance in dependency.
Diffextnce, by TyflS Qt flews. Story
The data furnish an opportunity to investigate the
influence of the "sensational" aspect of a news story on
newspaper dependency scores. The Saigon press conference
of August 26* 1366* included a briefing on the accidental
dropping of napalm on U.S. troops by U.S. aircraft. A
comparison of newspaper dependency scores for August 27.
1966. (when the napaln story appeared) with scores of
August 26. 1966. (a more xmrnxly "normal" day) finds
(Table 14) that there is no significant difference between
those days* scores.
TABLE 14
COHPARiaOJi OF HEMSFAFER STORY OSfBMDClfCY SfftBftf FOR
AUQUST 26. 1966. WITH THOSE OF AUGUST 27. 1966
Date Mean Score number of Stories
August 26 117 M
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The higher mean ecore for August 27 may be due to
the sensational aspect of that day's Vietnam military






There is no significant difference between
world news agencies* dependency on the U.S,
military news release.
The Hew York Times Hews Service
differs significantly from the
four major free world news
agencies in dependency. The four
major news agencies do not differ
significantly.
There is no significant difference between
newspapers of different countries in
dependency on world news agency Vietnam
news.
There sre significant differences
found in a test of total week
dependency scores for newspapers
hy country.
There is no significant difference between
newspapsrs of different geographic areas*
in dependency ob world news agency Vietnam
There is a significant difference
found among newspaper total
dependency scores grouped by
geographic distance from Vietnam.
However, the pattern ie
curvilinear.
There lb no significsnt difference between
newspapers of countries directly involved in
the Vietnam war* and those not directly
involved* in dependency on world news agency
Vietnam
There ie a significant difference
among newspaper total dependency
scores grouped by involvement and
non-involvement in the war.
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The differences which this study found to exist in
dependency on world news agencies ere not
unexpected. The literature of mess uamwunlcations research
consists of numerous studies of factors influencing
newspapers, national prmmo systems and regional press
systems.
Press controls in South Africa* the influence of
high illiteracy rate on the press of India* economic and
operational problems hindering the establishment of an
Asian news agency* are among the many influences that
account for local differences. The differing press condi-
tions by country and by geographic region could be expected
to result in differing press concepts and capabilities*
with resulting differences in reaction to world news sgency
stories.
This study's "dependency score" measure is an
unusual approach to news flow research. Similar techniques
could be used to explore many other aspects of world news
flow.
The major studies of world news flow* by Schramm*
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Kayser, and the International Press Institute involve
cooperative column inches devoted to a story, by different
newspapers, end percentage of space devoted to particular
subject areas. These kinds of data require qualification
in terms of differing physical siaaa of newspapers in e
eerie. Cross-comparisons thereby are made sore difficult*
The analysis employed in this study is an example of
a flexible quantification system, which can measure such
performance characterietics aa dependency on a world news
agency, and permit direct comparisons of different types
and sixes of newspapers. Patterns of newspaper dependency
on world news agencies can be more deeply explored by
content analysis of the sane newspaper sample for different
news events, selected on the basis of their occurring in
different geographic areas, and involving different
countries directly*
The current liigerian civil war, the 1967 Arab-
Israeli war, and the Indla-?aXistan war are examples of
news evente which would lend themselves to this analysis.
The resulting data could be the basis for determining
whether or not "universal** dependency factors could he
calculated, based on geographic distance from and national
involvement in a news event. Or it might be found that
there ia sons relatively constant influence of these
factors in particular national pxmmm systems.
Since newspaper dependency scores are influenced
a*
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primarily by the word count scores, studies of dependency
based solely on word count night be a nanus of achieving
sufficiently accurate data, with the advantage of simplified
coding procedures. Also, the use of only the word count
score would simplify studies of events for which news
releases sre not available to form the basis of a lead
Differing sises of newspapers of the sample is a
primary reason for this study's disregard of headlines *s
indicators of dependency. But since headlines can have
"direction, • they could be studied in terns of characteris-
tics such as use of emotive words, or impression crested.
Headlines* since they are locally originated, could be
contributors to or indicators of dependency.
Relative degree of newspaper use of news agency
photographs on a particular subject is another performance
characteristic that might prove to be either a direct
measure of dependency by itself, or a factor to be included
in broader measurements.
There has been continuing criticism of the American
preas for what is considered to be inadequate attention to
foreign news. At the same tins, the British press, the
Indian press, and others are held to be highly attentive to
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Tift* an*irrfi*n Is particularly influential in its
dramatic criticism and book-reviewing and for its well-
rounded and interpretive presentation of international
news* 1
His International Press Institute, speaking of the
Indian press, has said that*
The most striking feature of the Indian press is the
very high proportion of foreign nvaterial it contains
. . . probably in no other country is foreign news
given such importance in relation to national and local
coverage. 2
This study does not find that these newspapers
devoted as rauch attention to the Vietnam military story ss
might be expected on the basis of statements such as the
above, fox example* the *giTi %^Tvmnnt<mr «^»*™*i»r»*« total-week
dependency score (Appendix II) is 456. The mean total-week
dependency score for the British press is 325. for the
Indian press 444. The mean total-week dependency score
for U.S. newspapers is 1549. with the Burlington (Vermont)
JCCtti £££& scoring 2359 (Appendix II)
There may be a factor other than national involve-
ment and physical distance from Vietnam influencing the
apparently atypical performance of these newspapers. Hart
found, in a 1966 study, that American foreign coverage is
1
J. C. Merrill. C. R. Bryan, and M. Alisky. ThlL
Pmr^j^ Muuuk (Baton Rouges Louisiana State University
Press. 1966). p. 47.
2
International Press Institute. Xhft KXtM QJL £hft J
(2urich» 1953). p. 175.
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store devoted to the "newsworthy " event, and that there is a
narrower spread between American newspapers than between
British newspapers.
This suggests the possibility that the Vietnam
military new release may not fit the definition of
"foreign news" which some newspapers are guided by. The
"newsworthy" nature of the news release could account for
the performance of the British* Indian, and American press.
Differing concepts of newsworthiness should be
considered in any study of foreign press performance.
Dependency by newspapers is obviously related to their
concepts of news. Xt might be possible to quantify these
news concepts, as a contribution to a possible future
synthesis of factors influencing world news flow.
There is s need for a reconciling of the reaults of
general studies of international news flow, with the results
of studies of individual aspects and influences on the
flow. If newspaper performance is accurately measured, it
is an accurate quantification o£ the total forces acting on
the newspaper.
The results of studies of particular aapecta of
world news flow might also be used as an indicator of the
adequacy of the method used by studies of larger scope.
3Jim A. Hart, "Foreign News in U.S. and English
Daily newspapers, " Journalism Quax&arly, 43 (1966).
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For example, there is ft widespread belief that the press of
Canada is a "satellite" of the U.&. press. Bart's 1963
study* "The Flow of the Mews Between the United States and
Canada"; Beattie's "In Canada's Centennial Yea** U.S. Mass
Media Influence tfrobed "j Farquharson's "The Imbalance in
Canada-U.S. Sews Flow"; and Lyons* "Canada Reads American
sad worries Over It* are typical articles on the subject.
This study finds that the laean total-week dependency
score for the Canadian press (Table 3) ranks Canada farther
£ron the U.S. newspaper nsan score than are such countries
as Ireland and Malaysia.
Quantification study of U.S.-Canada news flow could
indicate whether the aethod of this study does not
accurately reflect relative performance of the U.S. and
Canadian press.
Many quantitative studies that have been done need
to be related to one another. The quantification of
factors such ^m press freedom are valuable contributions to
overall studies of world news flow. R. B. Kixon's "Frsed—
in the World's £ressi A Fresh Appraisal With Kew vata'*
quantifies press freedom ia national systems. Farace and
bonohew's study , Mass Communications in National Social
Systems i A Study of 43 Variables in 115 Countries" would be
another of the kind of study that measures many of the
determinants of newspaper dependency.
A noteworthy aspect of world news flow with respect
onm •» Ji.it. fcnoinU »<0 ••*vs«^i 4^ arf* io wail mttT ,?**;«
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to the Vietnan military story is that the world 9* press
covers the war essentially from the American and South
Vietnamese side. The newspaper is free to accept or reject
a news agency report from Vietnam. The degree of accept-
ance of the U.S. news release has bean measured by this
study.
The Viet Cong's Liberation Press Agency (LPA) has
outlets vis clandestine radio in South Vietnam* via the
North Vietnam Mews Agency (NVMA) in Hanoi, and the Mew
China Mews Agency.
Of 406 individual newspaper stories examined in this
study* five made reference to information received from
LPA. The MVMA was quoted 22 times* MCMA 12 times* and
Fravda once.
The Vietnam press corps has been criticised for
dependency on briefings and news releases* with their
"quantified ** news. This study noted that there were only
19 instances* in the group of 406 news stories* of a newa
report from a reporter outside of Saigon. The dependency
of the preas corps on the news releases msy be a factor in
newspaper acceptance of news agency reports* since the
interpretive story which many quality newspapers demand
seems to be replaced by the "newsworthiness which meets
the demands of American editors.
The subject of point of origin and source of origin
of information in the world newa system is an aspect of
Jus rnmtvi+lv mi? mS
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nor14 news flow that deserve* further study. There is also
some guest ior. as to whether the form which Information
taxes (quantifications in the caas of the U.S. military
news release in Vietnam) influences dependency scores of
The results of this study suggest that Uttfl
numbers of foreign newspapers in the sample* and a \*aar.e of
including foreign language newspapers* would provide results
which might more accurately reflect national factors*
have stronger statistical validity.
•aii
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PRESS RELATIONS NIGHT OFFICERS LCDR Cleveland. USA
OFFICE PHONE
i
40X33 - 2556S (Until midnight)
QUARTERS PHONE 23711 (After midnight)
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In North Vietnam yesterday, military area*. POL and
supply storage araaa and transportation facilities were hit
by U.S. strike pilots. The target* in the southern pan-
handle and the Haiphong area were hit during 108 missions.
Air Force pilots flew 58 missions. Navy carrier based
pilots flew 37 and Marine fliers logged S missions.
In the Republic yesterday. U.S. strike pilots were
credited with damaging or destroying 308 enemy structures,
and numerous enemy fortifications during 364 sorties. Air
Force pilots flew 237 sorties and Marine fliera logged 127
sorties. B-52 crews this morning* hit a suspected head-
quarters area and troop concentration in Tay Nihh Province.
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U.S. Havy and Coast Guard units engaged in Market
Tims and Gams Warden patrols checked 2*308 vessels. Three
junks were held and 51 persons were detained for further
questioning.
A coenpany-siaed unit of the iat Brigade* 25th
Infantry Division killed 13 enemy during the past two days
in local search and clear activity about 65 utiles northwest
of Saigon in *fay Mirih Province.
There were no other significant ground actions
during the paat 24 hours as Free World Forces continue
operation* throughout the Republic.
Five 7th Fleet destroyers and an inshore fire
support ship hit enemy headquarters* training* assembly and
atorage areas and troop concentrat iona yesterday in five
areas of the Republic during naval gunfire support missions.
« * # # #
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1. V.B. Mavy and Coaat Guard units on Operation Market
Time patrols continued surveillance of South Vietnam's
coastline yesterday. Surface unite inspected 1066 vessels
and boarded and eearched another 732 for a total of 1799.
Three junka were held and 40 persons detained for further
questioning.
Warden units inspected 172 vessels snd boarded
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and Marched another 33d for a total of 5X0 during
patrolling action in tha Mekong Delta area. Eleven persons
were detained for further interrogation.
2. »-52s returned to Tay Hinb Province thie morning,
hitting a suspected headquarters area and troop concentra-
tion, 55 and 65 miles northwest of Saigon.
3. Five 7th Fleet destroyers and an inshore fire support
ship hit enemy headquarters* training* assembly and storage
areas and troop concentrations yesterday* in five areas of
the Republic.
The inshore fire support ship USS Carronade* fired
about 440 five-inch rockets at enemy headquarters* training*
assembly and atorage areas in Quang sgai Province* 12 miles
northeast of Quang Sgai City (B3 76-35) • Gunfire spotters
on the ground reported 59 enemy structures and fortifica-
tions destroyed and 85 damaged* one rice cache destroyed
and sighted two secondary explosions.
The destroyer U88 Beale fired about 185 five-inch
shells In support of friendly operations. One sampan
containing enemy ammunition waa destroyed and three other
sampans were damaged* while unloading enemy supplies in
Thus Thien Province, about 22 miles northwest of Da Hang
(AU 81-03) .
Enemy staging* assembly areaa and infiltration
routea in Dian Hoa Province* about 28 miles southeast of
Saigon (YS 10-54), were hit with about 20 five-inch shells
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fired by the USS Bemner.
In Fhuoc Tuy Province, about 52 ceilea east-southeast
of Saigon (YS 65-63), U.S. Marines in Operation Toledo war*
supported by naval gunfire missions fired by the destroyer
USS Oabourn. The Oabourn fired approximately 110 five-inch
rounda at enemy troop concentrations.
U.S. Marines were also eupported during Operation
Toledo in Phunoc Tuy Province* by the deetroyer USS
Mullinnix. The Mullinnix fired about 170 five-inch ahalla
at enemy aesembly areas and infiltration routes about 58
miles east-southeast of Saigon.
A deetroyer hit enemy positions on Dao Fhu Quoo
island off IV Corps (US 89-38), with about 265 five-inch
rounda. A gunfire spotter reported aeveral secondary firee
in the impact area.
4. XX PFORCEV, 29 Aug - A unit from the 173d Airborne
Brigade destroyed 15 enemy bunkers 43 milee east-southeast
of Saigon, while engaging and pursuing email enemy units
in Fhuoc Tuy Province during Operation Toledo.
Friendly casualtiea were light during the day's
actions and enemy casualties are unknown.
Elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade, ARVM Ranger
and U.S. Marines report a total of five enemy killed, eight
captured, 18 suspects detained and 28 individual weapons
and five crow-served weapon* seised since the operation
began 10 Auguet. U*&* strike pilots have flown 232 sorties
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while supporting ground troops. Friendly caauslties remain
light as the operation continue*.
f • U.S. Air Force end marine Corps pilots flew 364 sorties
over the Republic yesterday* hitting enemy troop concentra-
tions and facilities is all four corps areaa. Air Force
pilots flew 237 sorties and Marine fliers logged 127
sorties.
Forward air controllers (FACs) credited the pilots
with destroying or damaging 302 enemy structures, 11
tunnels, nine bunkers, three caves and numerous foxholes,
trenches and other fortified positions.
An Air Force Dragoa-ehip fired aeveral thousand 7.62
rounds at an «ne»y position near the Da Hang airfield. An
incoming aircraft had received ground fire from the
position.
Air Force pilots flew nine sortlee during the night
to provide flare illumination for friendly ground forces
throughout South Vietnam.
6. U.S. strike pilots flew 105 missions in north Vietnam
yesterday, concentrating on FQL and supply storage areas,
military areas and transportation facilities in the
Haiphong, Thanh Boa, Vinh, Dong Hoi and Mu Gia Fass areaa.
Air Force Thunderchief, Starfighter, Canberra,
Fhantom and Skyraider pilots flew 58 missions. Havy Al, A4.
AS and F4 pilots from the 7th Fleet's Carrier Air Wing IS
and the carriers USS Constellation and Franklin l».
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Rooeevelt flew 37 and Marine Corp* pilots flow eiyht
Missions north of the X*&2 yeeterday.
Pilots reported moderate to heavy ground fire over
many target areas and described the weather as clear to
broken with some rain.
Targets in relation to Vinht
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Radar sit* 10 1
H
Secondary iroa. ige 42 si
ferry complex M m
K)L storage araa 42 mm
Rosd muesnt 27 vm
Cargo barges 11/13/26 m
-*:**3k 1) m
Cargo barge 23 mm
iMMtfM i^ mm
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*0L storage area n IN
Military area M m
l?UL storage areas 41/34 §m
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Cargo bargee 13 RMS
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Returning pilots reported the following bomb damage
assessments 17 barges destroyed, 19 damaged and 8 ear40
lighters destroyed, 6 damaged. Six ©ridges destroyed,
eight damaged and the approaches to several others cratered.
Twenty-seven supply and storage baildinge destroyed and 17
damaged. Five causewsys destroyed, mix damaged and 1 river
ford damaged. Two ferry complexes, one boat repair
facility and one transshipment point damaged, four AAA
aites destroyed and one radar site damaged. Sixteen
tracks destroyed, 10 damaged and roads out in more than 30
places. One locomotive and two boxcare deatroyed and 12
boxcars damaged. Three 9? boata were damaged. Three BOh
storage areas were damaged and several others were
reported hit. Three military camps, 14 staging areaa and
12 storage areaa were also reported hit. More than 20
secondary explosions and SO secondary fires were observed.
Further bomb damage aaaessment waa hampered by smoke, dust
and darkness over the target areas.
7. The Vinh Lang Airfield received about 10 to 12 37 mm or
75 mm reeoilleaa rifle rounds in a ten-minute attack that
began at 224GB last night.
The airfield is located about 62 miles southwest of
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Saigon and three kilofaetere from Vinh bong City* There
were no friendly casualties and light equipment damag* was
suffered during the attack,
fc. XI FFQECEV, 29 Aug - A corapeny-sised unit of the 1st
~gade» 25th Infantry Division* killed 12 enemy during the
past two days in local search and clear activity about 65
milee northwest of Saigon rn lay Kiith Province.
Yesterday* the initial enemy contact began* whr the
eo&pauy received sniper fire from tree tops. The ©nexay
fire was returned and three enemy were spotted moving to
the front of the friendly position and heavy enemy
automatic weapons fire began at the unit from duy-oute
about 50 meters away*
The company called in artillery fire and air at :ikes
and discovered srx enemy dead following the engagement.
On 27 August* the sea* company was operating in the
same general area when they began receiving enemy ani-er
fire. A squad immediately charged across a rice paddy
towards the enemy positions located in a tree line, ffca
enemy were firing automatic weapons and small arms an.
another squad returned the enemy fire and spotted one
enemy sniper falling from a tree-to.
*
An aerial observer discovered a large enemy force
moving around the area. attempting o encircle the friendly
. Artillery and air strides were- called in and
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by artillery fire. The dead enemy sniper was also found.
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